ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Recently, there have been many published works on information security techniques based on quantum physics. Quantum Cryptography (QC) [1] is a promising technology for providing unconditional security. There are many active researches with a different purpose on QC variants, i.e. Quantum Key Distribution (QKD), quantum secret sharing, quantum bit commitment, quantum data hiding and more security schemes. One standard cryptographic task is authentication. This is an important task to be done prior to communication that guarantees that the user identification and the origin of data is genuine because, if a malicious user masquerade as a legitimate user, the key distribution schemes and encryption schemes will be easily compromised.
Conventional or digital cryptography which is widely used in computer networks relies on computational complexity. In other words, dawn of the quantum computer with the quantum algorithms culminates at the end of digital cryptography. Nevertheless, QC can provide unconditional security, especially by its property no-cloning theorem and Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. Quantum based security schemes can classify into two major divisions called single photon and entangled photon. A quantum entangled state is a correlated state between two particles such that result of measurement on one particle affects the state of other particles that is physically separated from the measured particle. QKD is a mature field in both theoretical and practical research. QKD is an active research with versatile applications.
However, impersonation or man-in-middle attack makes QKD vulnerable. Furthermore, authentication task in quantum cryptography is tedious due to its level of complexity.
Researches in quantum authentication can be divided into two types namely quantum user authentication and quantum message authentication [2] [3] [4] . Recently many advances have been made in quantum authentication for messages and user identification. We classified most of the existing quantum authentication protocols techniques into five major divisions. Table 1. shows quantum authentication's core idea and its derivatives. • Trusted server
All the above methods have pros and cons depend on the scenario. From the practical point of view entanglement based protocols are more difficult due to the entangled particles must be shared prior to the communication; each party must share the number of entangled particles as the other parties. When the number of parties is increased to hundreds, thousands or more, it is no longer easy for the authenticator to maintain such large entangled particles. Other prominent techniques i.e. trusted server and hybrid protocol versions lack of unconditional security.
Practically feasible techniques', i.e. faint laser, product states are a subset of single photon mechanism. These techniques have weak factors like complex iteration; few need quantum storage and tedious extraction methods. Hash Function based protocols to have been explained in theory. These protocols have complex procedures and also some require entanglement. Therefore, to develop a rapid, secure and practical feasible quantum protocol, which can accomplish both user and message authentication is a hot research.
The proposed authentication scheme in this paper is an adaption of digital cryptography challenge-response mechanism. We briefly summarized the digital challenge-response authentication schemes [40] in the following Table 2 . The aim of the paper is to develop simple and efficient quantum user authentication based on single photon. proposed work is constructed from quantum digital signature [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and Quantum Secure Direct Communication (QSDC) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Particularly. We used reorder techniques of QSDC variant protocols [35] [36] . Hence, before probing into our proposed scheme; we present a critical review on the related literature in the following paragraph.
Quantum digital signature combines quantum theory with classical digital signature is to take advantage of quantum effects to provide the unconditionally secure signature. Most of the proposed quantum signature schemes use entanglement to achieve the aim of signature and verification. The complexities of these schemes are the distribution of initial secret information, key distribution centre, measurement methods, encryption algorithm, etc. Recently, Wang [21] presented a scheme using single photon. This scheme utilizes the shared secret key distributed by the arbitrator. Their scheme implements von Neumann measurement for verification. However, this method requires third-party causes additional overhead during the communication, and practical feasibility is subtle.
In recent years, QSDC which can transmit secret messages directly without establishing a shared private key to encrypt has been so active. Since Beige et al. [24] proposed a QSDC protocol in 1999, many QSDC schemes had been presented. Most of the QSDC protocols are based on the secret transmission order of particles. Moreover, they almost follow the same mode: after confirming that the receiver receives all particles, the sender announces the secret order of the particles through a public channel. In fact, it is very difficult to perform in an actual communication, and it is also insecure about some attacks, such as the Trojan horse attack. The legitimate communicators may be impersonated by an attacker; thus, these protocols are insecure against the man-in-the-middle attack. These protocols also require third party to establish the key. F.Gao et al. [37] [38] presented attack strategies which an eavesdropper can utilize a special property of GHZ states and teleportation to elicit all or part of the transmitted secrets without being detected. Thus, our proposed scheme aims to cover some gaps of previous works in order to achieve robust and efficient quantum user identification protocol. However, exclusion of noise is the limitation factor of this current work.
The paper is organized as follows. In this Section, we provide a brief summary to digital challenge-response authentication schemes and a review concerning the quantum authentication provided by quantum digital signature and QSDC. In Section 2, we describe our proposed user authentication scheme in a detailed manner. Section 3 examines security of the scheme with some attack scenario. Conclusion and future works are presented in the Section 4.
PROPOSED SCHEME METHODOLOGY
This section presents our proposed quantum user authentication scheme in a detailed manner. We assumed that Eve or impostors can listen to public channel but not able to alter whereas the quantum channel is alterable. Our scheme implements a new protocol called Identification Group Key (IGK) function to derive authentication keys from the shared secret key. The authentication key can be acted as an initial authentication key which is utilized before any quantum communication or a session authentication key which acts as a user authentication during the quantum transmission. This protocol is based on short shared secret key and modified QSDC's reorder technique. The proposed quantum user scheme utilizes quantum bit error rate (QBER) verification to authenticate the user.
IGK protocol mainly based on short shared secret key between the parties called Identification Key (IK). Unlike other QKD protocols, our protocol requires short shared secret key. From that short key, we can derive multiple long keys as secret as the shared key.
Identification Key (IK)
IK is a short shared secret key or common key shared between the parties. IK is a set of n bits. Each bit represents 0 or 1. The total length of key is important for choosing the polarization encoding. Fig. 1 represents the format of IK. 
Identification Group Key (IGK)
IGK protocol is a set of methods to manipulate the IK to derive authentication keys and session keys (IGK). This protocol is exchanged through public channel and to derive the collection of Identification Group (IG) keys. The number of IG keys in an IGK depends on user's demand. Table 3 illustrates the IGK function header. IGK protocol's header consists of n IG keys. To derive the IG key, two parameters namely x and Identification Block (IB) are needed. The parameter x is positive integer value, and IB is a set of natural number elements. Table 3 . Format of IGK header IGK is a combination of all IG keys. To derive an IG key, four functions are required. As we already mentioned, this function relies on IK. The first function called total number of set (S n ) is to divide the IK into n group of bits or set of bits/blocks based on a user defined parameter x (See Table 4 ). After division, each set refers as S i (where i is an element of n) . If n is an even number, then horizontal-vertical polarization is applied for encoding the photons during quantum transmission. Otherwise, encode in diagonal polarization for odd n value. Secondly, Discard bit (Db) function discards the first and last bit of a set Si. Next, Identification Block (IB) function is to convert all Si into IB set by applying Db. These functions make the key's length shorter and encoding in different polarization. Both horizontal-vertical and diagonal polarizations encoding makes key complexity higher. Finally, Identification Group (IG) function is to obtain IG key by combining all IB set. The detailed description of IGK protocol's function with picture illustration is explained in Table 4 . It is divided into two columns; the left column explains the protocol's function in a pseudo code, while the right column illustrates functions in picture or equation. S i refers to a set or group of bits after dividing IK into many set IG is a set of all IB elements in a user defined order.
Here
Now, let see the derivation of IGK or authenticate keys from the IK as follows,
IK (Identification Key) is a shared short secret key between parties. IK is set of n binary bits.
(1) 
To derive IGK (Identification Group Key) from IK by two user's inputs x and y
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IB). x is a positive integer and y is a set of positive integers. We divide the IK by x to obtain sets of block (S) . The total number of sets refers as S n and S i denotes i set. Each element of y refers to element of IB.
i.e. ∀ → ( )
Discard bits (Db) is a function to remove first and last bits of the set.
:
Identification Block is a set corresponding to S after applying Db function.
= ( )(9)
Each Identification Group is an union/concatenation of IB blocks
IGK is a union/concatenation of all IG blocks.
IGK Protocol Example
This is simple IGK protocol illustration. For example, Alice requests initial authentication key or session authentication key to Bob using IGK protocol. She simply sends the IGK header in a public channel. In fact, she knows the outcome or key value before actually receiving on the quantum channel. Thus, user verification process is simple. Table 5 is an example of IGK header. For each IG key, it requires x and IB elements value. 
Quantum User Authentication Scheme over Noiseless Channel
This section explains the proposed user authentication scheme. Our scheme utilizes both the IGK protocol and QBER calculation. We assumed noiseless channel as idealistic environment in which source, line and detector are perfect. This scheme consumes both quantum channel and public channel. Our proposed scheme utilizes the public channel efficiently and reduces the usage of quantum channel. Thus, our scheme is cost-effective in terms of minimizing the photon transmission. In addition, our proposed scheme can capable of authenticate both the users. Furthermore, this scheme is the deterministic outcome due to IGK protocol. Thus, both the users know the outcome which leads quantum distribution accurate unlike BB84. In five steps, the proposed scheme achieves the user authentication. Now we see the proposed scheme with channel usage. Figure 4 . is a simple illustration of the proposed authentication scheme.
Let say Alice wants to authenticate Bob and vice versa using our scheme. 
DISCUSSION
In this Section, we discuss elaborately about our scheme. User authentication is an important and compulsory task for any security transmission. For instance, Alice and Bob want to initiate QKD process using any existing quantum protocols. Before initiate their operation, they have to authenticate themselves. Our proposed scheme can be used as an authentication key for initial authentication as well as during the communication by session keys.
In step 1, Alice requests for an authentication key by sending IGK header to Bob. Meanwhile, eavesdropper Eve or impostor can listen to public channel but not able to alter. During step 2, receiver Bob sends IGK outcome with erroneous qubits to Alice. Here erroneous bits are considered as wrong polarization or ignore some qubits. As we assumed, our scheme works on idealistic environment. Thus, this step is the vital action for authenticate users effectively. When Alice receives bits, she calculates the QBER value and records wrong bit position. Then she informs QBER value to Bob in public channel. This is the crucial activity in this scheme to find the impostor. As we mentioned before, the quantum environment is perfect, so changes in QBER can only be caused by eavesdropper or impostor influence. After, Bob verifies with actual value and if the value is correct, then he sends actual QBER value and erroneous bit position. In step 4, Bob authenticates Alice. Consequently, in step 5, Alice verifies the result and confirms Bob. In other words, Alice authenticates Bob. During this process, predicting or guessing the outcome for both quantum channel and public channel are very hard for the unauthorized users. The probability of predicting the results is negligible. To make our proposed scheme is feasible with current imperfect environment, is to find a normalized threshold value for noise from the quantum channel, detector and source is our future work.
For both initial authentication and session authentication operations, the above scheme is same. The only difference between the two operations is IG key length. Usually, initial authentication involves larger key than the session key is to increase the performance of time. To ensure the user's identification during the transmission users can request session keys. In addition, polarization of qubits in a single IG key is varied. Therefore, Eve attacks on qubits to analyze qubits during transmission are difficult. We discuss more security analysis on Section 3. This scheme can extend to multiparty environment. Each pair in a network requires having IK key. But this is not an efficient way because IK grows in a proportion as following equation.
EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss the efficiency and security analysis of our scheme. The efficiency of the proposed authentication scheme is high due to various factors like multiple re-use of IK, efficient usage of public channel and simple quantum verification function. The QBER verification for authentication is the highlight of the scheme. This reduces much computational time and overhead unlike quantum hash function or quantum error correction code. Furthermore, qubits distribution is in a deterministic mode. Hence, experimental setup requires minimal time and efficiency level of qubits measurement is so high. A figure of merit is the total efficiency η defined as [39] . (13) where b s is the number of secret bits in the key, q t is the number of qubit used, and bt is the number of classical bits exchanged between parties. For instance, the total efficiency of BB84 is η = 25% as half of the instances will be discarded and at least one bit of classical information exchanged for each qubit, i.e., b s =0.5, q t = 1 and bt = 1. The total efficiency of our proposed scheme approaches η = 1as b s = q t and b t = 1, because in our scheme, the secret bit is same as qubit and also there is no discard of any qubit. Therefore, our efficiency formula is followed, (14) Therefore, efficiency of proposed scheme reach 100%, where b s = b t = 1. Let us consider the security of the scheme by analysing with some attacks. The following section explains security analysis in a detailed way. The security analysis is an important evaluation criterion for any quantum cryptography protocols.
No message attack
Now we assume that an eavesdropper, Eve wants to impersonate Alice to pass the authentication while Alice is not present. Let assume Eve controls both quantum channel and public channel between Alice and Bob. According to our protocol, she must send IGK keys to pass authentication scheme. Eve can send IGK request to Bob in a public channel. When Bob prepares and sends back to Alice system. Eve tries to measure incoming photons by random polarization or specific polarization. She sends QBER value to Bob. Eventually, the prediction of correct QBER value is hard. Bob verifies with QBER value and terminates the operation. Let say, Eve guessed initial authentication correctly but the probability of passing on session key authentication is very difficult.
Our proposed authentication scheme can provide security, even though Eve got quantum computer or unlimited computing process. Furthermore, IGK protocol can also serve as efficient quantum key distribution protocol. Native QKD protocol involves post classical procedures like sifting, error correction, and privacy amplification; this is due to probabilistic nature of qubit. Our protocol is deterministic for legitimate users and stochastic outcome protocol for illegitimate or impostor. Moreover, it increases the key rate and transmission of the photon is reduced highly.
Men-in-middle attack
The purpose of the authentication scheme is to detect the man-in-middle attack or impostor's attack. We assumed that IK is a short shared secret key, and Eve cannot make a copy of photons due to no-cloning theorem. Furthermore, she cannot measure correctly due to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. In our scheme polarization of the photon varies due to the IGK protocol. It takes both horizontal and diagonal polarization in a single IGK protocol. For the interceptresend attack, the effect of QBER value triggers the legitimate user about presence of impostors.
Denial of service attack
Eve captures and performs same measurement on the photons from one-party transmission, i.e. either Alice to Bob or Bob to Alice. This is also zero error probability to guess the Eve's attacks. At the end, legitimate party knows that the received qubits are meaningless. In our proposed scheme, session authentication key and calculation of QBER value notify the presence of Eve and prevent this attack.
Invisible photon attack
This attack is impossible due to the proposed scheme implements one-way communication.
Disturbance attack
Eve disturbs the photons and makes it truly random. This is similar to denial of service attack. The proposed scheme's QBER value factor will indicate the presence of Eve.
Trojan horse attack
In this scenario, Eve could attack Alice or Bob's apparatuses, or she could exploit weaknesses in the actual implementation of abstract QKD. However, in the proposed scheme guessing probability is low.
USD attack (Unambiguous State Attack)
This attack can be balked by the mixture of key state and also guessing probability is low.
CONCLUSIONS
We provide a quantum user authentication scheme using new proposed protocol called IGK and verification of QBER value. IGK protocol modifies rearrangement of photon technique in an efficient way where only legitimate users can derive authentication keys and session keys. Furthermore, our scheme can be used as deterministic quantum key distribution with reduced transmission of photons. We proved that unalterable public channel combine with proposed scheme over idealistic environment provides efficient quantum user authentication. Proposed quantum user authentication can be applicable on any quantum key distribution protocol and able to authenticate the legitimate users efficiently. Next step in our research is towards enhancing our scheme for message authentication and feasible with current technology. Moreover, to find an acceptable threshold value for noise and imperfect hardware for a practical feasibility is a challenge.
